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Abstract
I provide a new explanation for the abnormal returns to governance and their
disappearance after 2001 by demonstrating that ﬁrms with strong shareholder rights
capture higher proﬁts than their industry peers only when their industry is experiencing
high proﬁtability. Importantly, I also show that this pattern is anticipated by investors.
Consistent with such expectations, and with an updating of valuations as anticipated
industry conditions change, positive abnormal stock returns to good governance are
concentrated in periods of high industry returns, and are at least partially reversed
during industry downturns. Additional evidence supports a causal interpretation of
the results.
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A large literature in corporate governance has documented a positive relation between
governance and performance.1 Most empirical studies have focused on whether there is a
level eﬀect of governance, while little attention has been paid to how governance interacts
with the economic environment of the ﬁrm. Many agency theories, however, suggest that the
impact of governance would vary with business conditions. Some models imply that manager
and shareholder interests diverge the most in times of operational slack, when managers can
engage in ineﬃcient empire building, skimming extra pay or perks, or shirking from making
the eﬀort to cut costs and invest in new opportunities.2 On the other hand, it may be that
bad times drive more of a wedge between managers and shareholders. Managers may be slow
to shut down ineﬃcient operations, or, as termination becomes more likely, they may engage
either in overly expensive measures to reduce risk or in excessive risk-taking to “gamble for
resurrection.”3 Depending on which of these agency problems are the most prevalent, or
which are the problems best addressed by the constraints and incentives imposed by cor
porate governance mechanisms, governance might primarily improve performance in either
good times or bad times.
If these dynamics are not considered, we may incorrectly measure the eﬀect of corporate
governance, which in turn can lead to suboptimal governance choices and poor policy de
cisions. At the same time, examining these variations may provide further insight into the
channels through which governance and performance are related. In this paper, I study one
dimension of governance – the ﬁrm-level provisions and state statutes that weaken share
holder rights – and how it relates to performance in diﬀerent environments.4 Shareholder
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See Bebchuk and Weisbach (2010) for a review of much of this literature.
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rights are of particular interest in that they are very widely used to measure corporate gov
ernance and yet the exact channel through which they impact performance remains unclear.
It is also important that ﬁrms’ shareholder rights provisions have been quite stable over the
last two decades, which allows me to isolate the interaction of business conditions with this
aspect of governance.
Focusing on the G Index, the measure developed by Gompers, Ishii and Metrick (2003)
(“GIM”), and exploiting within-industry variation in this index, I ﬁnd that the outperfor
mance of well-governed ﬁrms is concentrated in good times. I ﬁrst consider good and bad
times in the context of equity returns from 1990 to 2008. Categorizing periods based on av
erage industry stock returns, I ﬁnd that the stocks of well-governed ﬁrms outperform shares
of poorly governed ﬁrms in the same industry on a risk-adjusted basis when their industries
are experiencing high returns. These positive returns are at least partially reversed during
industry downturns, when well-governed ﬁrms earn negative risk-adjusted returns relative to
poorly-governed ﬁrms. Next, considering operating performance over the same period, I ﬁnd
that well-governed ﬁrms outperform relative to poorly-governed ﬁrms in the same industry
during highly proﬁtable periods, while the ﬁrms have similar operating performance during
weak industry conditions.
These results help to explain puzzling ﬁndings with regard to the relation between share
holder rights and stock returns. GIM ﬁnd that well-governed ﬁrms have about 20% higher
valuations in terms of Tobin’s Q, and that a governance hedge portfolio would have gen
erated average abnormal returns of an impressive 8.5% per annum in the 1990’s. Others
who have extended this analysis5 ﬁnd no abnormal returns to good governance in the 21st
century, although the diﬀerential in valuation persists. As any expected diﬀerences in op
5
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erating performance should already be accounted for in the consistently higher valuations
of well-governed ﬁrms, it is diﬃcult to explain why large return diﬀerentials persisted for a
decade, and then why they would disappear. One theory is that the G Index is measuring
exposure to some form of systematic risk that investors demand compensation for bearing
and which is not already captured by the model used by GIM to calculate abnormal returns.6
Another leading theory is that the pattern in returns to governance reﬂects learning. That
is, investors may have been consistently surprised by the outperformance of well-governed
ﬁrms over the 1990’s, but then adjusted their expectations going forward.7
My results provide an alternative explanation. If well-governed ﬁrms are more proﬁtable
than poorly-governed industry peers only when an industry is doing particularly well, and
investors understand this, current valuations of well-governed ﬁrms should include a premium
representing the net present value of this future outperformance, adjusted for the likelihood
of such good times. Then, if new information indicates that an industry boom is more
likely than was previously thought, the stock prices of all ﬁrms in the industry would adjust
upwards in anticipation of higher proﬁts. However, well-governed ﬁrms would experience
higher returns than poorly-governed ﬁrms because of upward updating of the probabilityadjusted premium for outperformance. This positive relative return would be observed even
though investors fully understood the implications of good governance for performance. On
the other hand, if an industry boom becomes less likely, well-governed ﬁrms would experience
more negative returns than poorly-governed ﬁrms as the expected value of the premium that
6

Among the additional risk factors that have been suggested, none have been able to fully explain the alpha
earned by the governance hedge portfolio. See, e.g., Giroud and Mueller (2011) and Bebchuk, Cohen and
Wang (2012) for tests using the takeover factor of Cremers, Nair and John (2009) as well as factors for
liquidity, co-skewness, downside risk, and aggregate volatility.
7
While attention to corporate governance does seem to have increased signiﬁcantly by 2001, evidence is mixed
regarding whether investors were surprised by the performance of well-governed ﬁrms until that time. See,
e.g., Core, Guay and Rusticus (2006), Cremers and Ferrell (2012), and Bebchuk, Cohen and Wang (2012).
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had already been impounded into their stock prices is adjusted downwards. These dynamics
can explain the seemingly contradictory evidence in GIM and the subsequent literature in
that the observed returns to governance are conditional on the type of period sampled.
I use analyst forecast data to conﬁrm that investors understand the performance im
plications of governance throughout my sample. For quarters in which analysts forecast
particularly high industry earnings, they also forecast well-governed ﬁrms to be more prof
itable than poorly-governed ﬁrms, by a margin similar to the actual observed operating
outperformance in good times. This is true both from 1990 to 2001 as well as from 2002
to 2008. Thus, my results are consistent with investors expecting well-governed companies
to earn extra proﬁts in good times but being surprised by news about future good times
and updating valuations accordingly. Whether or not we observe positive abnormal returns
to governance then depends on the particular time sample selected and the outcomes or
changes in outlook experienced during that time. Whether the positive abnormal returns
should exceed the negative abnormal returns in expectation (or over long time horizons that
produce a range of outcomes approaching the expected distribution) is less clear. The less
idiosyncratic the industry booms are, the more likely investors are to demand such a risk
premium.
I also make a preliminary investigation into how well-governed ﬁrms manage to outper
form in good times. Others have linked weak shareholder rights to poor acquisition decisions,
generally suboptimal use of cash holdings, and over-generous executive compensation.8 I ﬁnd
that the higher operating income generated by well-governed ﬁrms relative to poorly gov
erned industry peers is driven by stronger revenue growth, and possibly higher margins, in
good times. Well-governed ﬁrms also invest more on average than poorly-governed ﬁrms, and
8
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apparently even more so in advance of good times, though it is unclear whether these ﬁrms
invest more in anticipation of their higher productivity or whether their higher productivity
can be attributed to such investment.
Overall, these patterns do not provide evidence of empire building or earnings manage
ment, but are consistent with agency theories of shirking and possibly skimming. Such
misbehavior might ﬂourish at poorly governed ﬁrms either directly because of weak share
holder rights provisions or indirectly because of how these provisions are related to a lack of
board discipline or other cultural factors.
The patterns are also consistent with non-agency explanations. For example, if ﬁrms with
weak shareholder rights also are more likely to be sub ject to ﬁnancial constraints, then they
might not be able to invest in order to capitalize on good times. Empirically, though, it is the
ﬁrms with strong shareholder rights that have more of the characteristics that commonlyused measures identify with ﬁnancial constraints.9 Another possibility is that growth ﬁrms
are more likely to adopt stronger shareholder rights than value ﬁrms, but the governance
patterns remain even after I control for growth ﬁrm characteristics.
A causal link between governance and outperformance in good times is further supported
by an event study around the passage of state anti-takeover laws between 1985 and 1991,
where this shock to governance is found to have a negative stock price impact only on those
ﬁrms with a high value of future prospects, as measured by Tobin’s Q. Thus, investors
expected this negative shock to governance to have the greatest impact on value derived
from future good times. This result provides strong support not only for the hypothesis
that governance matters most in good times, but also that investors have understood the
implications of governance and over time have been surprised by news of good outcomes
9
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rather than the observed outperformance conditional on such outcomes.
My results contrast with ﬁndings by other researchers regarding the key role of governance
in periods of crisis. Gormley and Matsa (2011) study responses to workplace liability risk
and conclude that governance is particularly important in such extreme adverse scenarios.
In the international governance literature, Friedman et al (2000) and Mitton (2002) study
the impact of the Asian ﬁnancial crisis of 1997-1998 and ﬁnd that aﬀected countries and
ﬁrms with better governance demonstrated stronger stock market performance through the
crisis. My results do not contradict these earlier ﬁndings, but do suggest that relation of
governance with performance in good times, rather than during these more rare crisis events,
likely drives the value implications of governance.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents details on the data used and
the sample analyzed. Then, Section 2 discusses the relation between returns and corporate
governance in diﬀerent business environments. Section 3 analyzes operating performance,
analyst forecast, and investment patterns, as well as their implications for agency theo
ries. Section 4 considers non-agency explanations for the performance patterns. Concluding
remarks are oﬀered in Section 5.

1

Data and Empirical Methodology

1.1

Data and Sample Characteristics

The sample analyzed is drawn from ﬁrms for which the G Index is available, described in
Panel A of Table 1, and which in all sample years represent over 90% of the market value of
companies traded on the major US exchanges. This index, originated by GIM, is constructed
on the basis of a total of 24 provisions (or lack thereof ) in company charters and state law
7

which weaken shareholder rights. The index value is equal to the sum of these that apply
to a given ﬁrm. The G Index can thus range from 0 to 24, where higher levels of the index
(which I will refer to as poor or low governance) relate to weaker shareholder rights. In
robustness tests, I also use the E Index of Bebchuk, Cohen and Ferrell (2009), which ranges
from 0 to 6 and is based on a subset of 6 out of the 24 provisions included in the G Index.
G Index data is obtained from Andrew Metrick’s website and is based on publications
of the Investor Responsibility Research Center (“IRRC”) dated September 1990, July 1993,
July 1995, February 1998, November 1999, January 2002, January 2004, and January 2006.
Later IRRC publications are not consistent with these in terms of the deﬁnitions of variables
as well as the variables provided, so G Index classiﬁcations are not available beyond 2006.
Consistent with the previous literature, I assume G to remain constant in between these
dates and from 2006 through the end of 2008. As discussed by GIM, Cremers and Ferrell
(forthcoming), and others, classiﬁcations of ﬁrms as well- or poorly-governed according to the
G Index are very stable over this sample period, making this quite a reasonable assumption.
The stability of these categorizations is useful for my purposes in that there are fewer concerns
about reverse causation when exploring the relation between governance and performance
in good and bad times.
My analyses are primarily at the industry level, based on the historical 3-digit SIC code
from CRSP. I also use the Standard & Poors 8-digit GICS industry classiﬁcations from
Compustat in robustness tests, but for the ma jority of ﬁrms I only have access to history for
this classiﬁcation beginning in 1994 (through the Compustat variable SPGIM) and therefore
back-ﬁll the earliest available GICS code when necessary. I follow the literature in excluding
ﬁrms with dual stocks from my sample. As shown in Panel A of Table 1, there are then an
average of 241 3-digit SIC industries which have some G Index data in a given month in
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my sample. IRRC coverage varies from publication date to publication date, resulting in an
unbalanced panel (with the number of 3-digit SIC industries covered ranging from 222 to
268). To be included in the sample for a given analysis, I require that an industry include
both high and low governance representation. High and low governance are either deﬁned
in the terminology of GIM as Democracies and Dictatorships (G less than 6 and G greater
than 13 respectively, representing less than 10% of the sample at each extreme) or as the
extreme quartiles of the G Index (approximated as G less than 7 and G greater than 11).
The resulting samples are described in Panels B and C of Table 1. While the number of
industries that include both high and low governance representation drop sharply relative to
the total that have G Index data, they represent some of the largest 3-digit SIC industries
and therefore a signiﬁcant fraction of the market value of the full sample. Thus, while the
Democracies and Dictatorships sample includes about 21 industries in a sample month, these
represent 40% of the market value of the ﬁrms in the 241 industries that, on average, have
G Index data available. The Democracy and Dictatorship ﬁrms in my sample represent
47% of the market value of the Democracy and Dictatorship ﬁrms in the full sample in
an average month. The governance quartiles sample includes an average of 59 industries
representing 73% of the market value of the full sample, with the high and low governance
groups representing 77% of the high and low governance ﬁrms in the full sample.
As in the case of the full sample, these panels are not balanced; as seen in the distributions
provided in Panels B and C of Table 1, the number of industries with both high and low
governance representation varies from month to month. This is due to the variation in IRRC
coverage as well as ﬁrms dropping out of the CRSP ﬁle, changing industries, or moving out
of the high and low governance groups. However, industries generally stay in the sample for
one or at most two continuous periods (60% and 94% of the industries respectively), rather
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than moving in and out of the sample multiple times. My results are robust to including only
those industries that are in the sample for only one continuous period or to only considering
observations that fall in a period of continuous industry coverage of at least 24 months.
Industry good and bad times are deﬁned by considering industry performance over the full
time period, including periods when either of, or both, high and low governance are not
represented, as described in Section 1.2 below.
The 3-digit SIC industry classiﬁcations are relatively narrow, such that an average in
dustry includes 21 ﬁrms with G Index data in a given month for the Democracies and
Dictatorships sample, with about 2 ﬁrms in each of the governance extremes (and an av
erage of 12 ﬁrms per industry with 3 ﬁrms in the extremes for the governance quartiles
sample). The average industry size is smaller in the case of governance quartiles because the
more moderate deﬁnitions of high and low governance mean that many smaller industries
fulﬁll the requirement of including representation of both extremes. Thus, while the larger
number of ﬁrms found on average in the high and low categories might reduce the noise in
the governance performance spread relative to the Democracies versus Dictatorships sample,
the smaller number of ﬁrms that, on average, deﬁne the industry performance in the case of
governance quartiles will add noise to the classiﬁcation of good and bad periods. More detail
on the ﬁrms included in industries for the purpose of calculating such industry performance
is provided in the Section 1.2.
For analyses of returns, I require a match to CRSP data. For operating performance
analyses, I require a match to Compustat data. I analyze performance data from September
1990, the ﬁrst month for which G Index data is available, through the end of 2008. I end
the period of analysis in 2008 to be consistent with the lags between updates of the G Index
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(the last such update is in January 2006) and to avoid stale classiﬁcations.10 All operating
performance variables are winsorized at 1% in both tails. Characteristics of high compared
to low governance ﬁrms by industry across the full time period and under each of the two
deﬁnitions of the governance extremes are given in Panel D of Table 1. Consistent with GIM
and the subsequent literature, I ﬁnd that high governance ﬁrms have higher valuations in the
form of Tobin’s Q. In my industry-matched sample, I ﬁnd that high governance ﬁrms are also
slightly less levered and have many characteristics of growth ﬁrms; they are younger, spend
more on capital expenditures, and have stronger revenue growth. High governance ﬁrms are
associated with a higher return on assets, deﬁned as operating income after depreciation
to assets, though this relation is not statistically signiﬁcant across the full sample period
for the governance quartiles sample. The diﬀerences in operating performance and other
characteristics will be analyzed in more detail in Sections 3 and 4.

1.2

Identifying Good and Bad Times

I use the performance of an industry in a given period, relative to its performance over
the full sample, to characterize periods as good and bad times for ﬁrms in the industry. Us
ing individual industry performance as the baseline rather than economy-wide performance
provides a more reﬁned measure of good and bad times. Also, this approach allows for a
larger number of non-synchronous good and bad time observations, compared to, for exam
ple, only three economy-wide recessions over this time period. High and low levels of the G
Index have been found to cluster in industries,11 and so examining within-industry variation
in performance by governance group over the industry highs and lows also helps to separate
10
11

In unreported robustness tests, results are consistent when extended through 2011.
Johnson, Moorman and Sorescu (2009) demonstrate this clustering and the impact on analyses that do not
address it. Lewellen and Metrick (2010) provide a further discussion of how best to control for industry
eﬀects in analyses using the G Index.
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governance from industry eﬀects.
Thus, I measure industry performance in each month or quarter of the sample period,
then rank these periods and classify periods in the top quartile of performance as good
times and those in the bottom quartile of performance as bad times. In measuring industry
performance for a given period, I only include ﬁrms that either (i) have a current G Index
value; or (ii) do not have a current G Index value but do at some point in the sample period
and are not ever classiﬁed as high or low governance. Further, in calculating the performance
of an industry, I equally-weight ﬁrm performance with an adjustment to the weights of high
and low governance ﬁrms. Speciﬁcally, I equally weight all explicitly mid-governance and
unclassiﬁed but once mid-governance ﬁrms, and rescale the weights that would have applied
to the high and low governance ﬁrms such that each of these governance groups receives the
same weighting as a whole in that period. If either one of the extremes of governance is
not available in that period, the other extreme of governance is not included in the industry
metric either.
The reason for this somewhat restrictive deﬁnition of the industry and the adjusted
weighting scheme is to avoid biasing the industry metrics towards one of the groups being
analyzed, or else the results might not tell us anything about good and bad times. For
example, if the performance of well-governed ﬁrms was correlated in some way unrelated to
good and bad times for the industry, and such ﬁrms were overrepresented in the industry
metric, well-governed ﬁrms experiencing a positive shock would make it likely for the industry
to be classiﬁed as being in good times. It would look like these ﬁrms were outperforming in
good times even if their outperformance was unrelated to industry good times. Thus, the
weights given to the groups of well- and poorly-governed ﬁrms in an industry are equalized.
Similarly, ﬁrms for which I do not have governance data are excluded, because I cannot tell
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if high or low governance ﬁrms are overrepresented among such ﬁrms. While the 3-digit SIC
codes that I primarily use to identify industries already provide a relatively ﬁne classiﬁcation,
and excluding non-IRRC ﬁrms reduces the number of ﬁrms per industry further, any noise
from using relatively small industries should work against my ﬁnding a result. As shown
in Panels B and C of Table 1, there are some months for which the industry performance
is deﬁned by only one (mid-governance) ﬁrm, but these cases are limited to less than 1.5%
of the sample months in the Democracies and Dictatorships sample (and around 6% in the
governance quartiles sample, which includes much smaller industries on average).
Similarly, if an individual well- or poorly-governed ﬁrm is overrepresented in the industry
metrics, its independent shocks would also be more likely to impact the classiﬁcation of
good and bad times and it thus would tend to make its own governance group look more
pro-cyclical. Equal weights are applied for this reason. In robustness tests, I exclude high
and low governance ﬁrms from the industry deﬁnitions altogether, make such exclusions and
also apply value weights, and alternatively include all ﬁrms in the CRSP-Compustat matched
database, whether or not they are assigned G Index data, in the industry deﬁnitions.

2

Governance and Equity Returns

2.1

Methodology

In order to study the relation of governance with equity returns in good and bad times,
I ﬁrst generate a time-series of the adjusted return diﬀerential between high and low gover
nance ﬁrms in each industry. For this purpose, I calculate adjusted returns by ﬁrm, using
the three-factor Fama-French model augmented with the momentum factor constructed by
Kenneth French for performance attribution.
13

I obtain the size factor, the book-to-market factor, and the momentum factor (“SMB,”
“HML,” and “UMD”) from Kenneth French’s website, and construct the market factor
(“RMRF,” the return on the market factor minus the risk-free rate) using the value-weighted
market index and the 1-month risk-free rate from CRSP. For robustness tests, I also construct
the Carhart (1997) “PR1YR” momentum factor from CRSP monthly data. To calculate a
ﬁrm’s adjusted return, I estimate its betas on the four factors using monthly returns and
an outside period of up to ﬁve years before and up to ﬁve years after a given year, with
a minimum of six months required to use either the pre- or post-period. Estimates from
the pre- and post-period are given weights inversely proportional to the variance of these
estimates to arrive at the ﬁnal beta estimates.
GIM and much of the subsequent literature assume static betas. I update the beta esti
mates each year as described above because I am interested in dynamics over time and thus
would like to give the factors an opportunity to explain as much of the variation as possible.
For the same reason, I use a future as well as historical period in the estimation of betas.
Even though this approach means that I do not generate a strictly tradable strategy, it better
accounts for changes and secular trends in betas. Thus, these more up-to-date estimates of
the betas give the factors a better chance of absorbing the dynamics of performance than
betas calculated using only lagged data. (In non-reported robustness tests, the results are
very similar using static betas or betas calculated only with lagged data.)
The adjusted return for a given ﬁrm (f ) and a given month (t) is then calculated using
the ﬁrm excess return (Rf t , the return minus the risk-free rate) and the estimated betas as:

αf t = Rf t − β̂RM RF RM RFt − β̂S M L SM Lt − β̂H M L H M Lt − β̂U M D U M Dt
These ﬁrm-level adjusted returns are then combined into equally weighted portfolios
14

by industry-governance group (value weights are used in robustness checks). The monthly
adjusted returns of these high and low governance groups by industry are plotted against the
contemporaneous industry-level unadjusted return (calculated as per Section 1.2) in Figure
1. As high and low industry return periods likely reﬂect shocks that are at least somewhat
idiosyncratic relative to the four-factor model above, we expect the factor-adjusted returns
of ﬁrms in these industries to be increasing in the unadjusted industry return. However, the
graph also demonstrates my main result, that well-governed ﬁrms earn positive abnormal
returns relative to poorly-governed ﬁrms in high industry return periods, but that these
returns are reversed in periods of negative industry returns.
In order to run more rigorous statistical tests, I will ﬁrst normalize industry good and
bad times. In this process, I will also apply a non-linear speciﬁcation of good and bad times.
About 50% of the observations in Figure 1 lie between -2.5% and 2.5% industry returns,
where there is limited variation across governance groups, so a linear speciﬁcation would
have less power to identify the performance diﬀerential.
Thus, I generate indicators for good and bad times by industry, representing the top
and bottom quartiles of unadjusted monthly industry returns, following the methodology
described in Section 1.2. Finally, I regress the monthly time-series of the high-low governance
diﬀerential adjusted return by industry (i) on these monthly good, bad, and mid-quartile
dummies to estimate:

rdiﬀ ,it = β1 D1it + β2,3 D2,3it + β4 D4it + εit
This regression forms the basis of my main results.
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2.2

Results

The main results regarding the relation between stock returns and governance in good
times and bad times are given in Table 2. Results are presented for three deﬁnitions of high
and low governance – the Democracies and Dictatorships classiﬁcation of GIM (G less than 6
or greater than 13), a broader deﬁnition using governance quartiles (G less than 7 or greater
than 11), and an even broader classiﬁcation of above median and below median governance
(G less than 10 or greater than 9) – as well as for both adjusted (for the four factor model)
and unadjusted returns. I also present results for the E index, though I do not use this
measure of governance in further analyses as the results are less robust than those for the
G Index. Reported T-statistics are based on heteroskedasticity robust standard errors that
are clustered at the month level.12
Throughout Table 2, we see that high governance ﬁrms experience positive abnormal
returns relative to low governance ﬁrms in good times, and that these are at least partially
reversed by negative abnormal returns in bad times, similar to the pattern demonstrated
in Figure 1. For example, for the Democracies versus Dictatorships classiﬁcation, there is a
signiﬁcant 2.4% per month adjusted return to good governance in months in which industries
are experiencing high returns, and a signiﬁcant -1.0% monthly return to good governance in
months of low industry returns. Across all periods, this translates into a net 0.33% monthly
adjusted return, or approximately 4% per annum. This net positive alpha may indicate that
investors require a risk premium for this variation, or it may simply reﬂect that the outcomes
in this sample period are tilted more towards good times than the distribution of good and
bad times expected by investors. Regardless of whether or not it is priced, this pattern of
12

Cremers and Ferrell (2009) also ﬁnd that the equity performance results for the E index are not as robust as
those for the G Index, with results becoming insigniﬁcant once they control for industry or add ﬁrm ﬁxed
eﬀects.
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returns addresses the puzzle of disappearing returns to governance in that whether or not
abnormal returns to governance are observed is clearly conditional on the type of period
sampled.
On ﬁrst glance, the returns of high governance ﬁrms may appear to be a levered version of
the returns to low governance ﬁrms. However, as seen in Panel D of Table 1, high governance
ﬁrms are actually less levered and hold more cash than low governance ﬁrms. Another
possibility is that ﬁrms that experience particularly large positive or negative shocks tend
to tighten their governance in advance of the price impact. If this were the case, we might
expect to see a correlation between good governance and these large positive and negative
returns. However, as mentioned in Section 1.1, categorizations according to shareholder
rights provisions are quite static, so reverse causation is unlikely. To the extent that there are
still some rare changes in classiﬁcation within my sample, my results are robust to dropping
ﬁrms if their governance categorization changes. Also, it is worth noting that Schoar and
Washington (2011) ﬁnd that periods of abnormally good ﬁrm performance tend to be related
to a weakening of shareholder rights, and this primarily by already poorly-governed ﬁrms, a
pattern that, if anything, works against the direction of my results. They ﬁnd no changes in
governance related to periods of abnormally bad performance.
Tables 3 and 4 present robustness tests. The ﬁrst two columns of Table 3 demonstrate
that the pattern of returns is similar from 1990 to 2001 and 2002 to 2008.13 The third
column of this table sorts periods by market returns rather than industry returns. The fact
that the pattern remains may mean that at least a portion of the additional volatility in
high governance stock prices is systematic in nature, and likely to be a priced risk. How
13

Bebchuk, Cohen and Wang (2012) demonstrate that attention to corporate governance in the media and
academic literature had increased signiﬁcantly by the end of 2001, and that the apparent disappearance of
returns to governance coincided with this increased attention.
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ever, because our abnormal returns already control for a linear market beta, this result is
non-linear and would probably imply a dynamic market beta, as in a conditional CAPM
model. By splitting the sample period between high and low market return periods, and
returning to using industry good and bad time dummies, columns (4) and (5) demonstrate
that there remains a strong industry eﬀect incremental to the eﬀect of the market. Column
(6) demonstrates that the results are robust to using 8-digit GICS industries as the unit of
analysis rather than deﬁning industries on the basis of 3-digit SIC codes. In column (7), all
ﬁrms in the CRSP database are included in their respective 3-digit SIC industries for the
purpose of deﬁning the performance quartiles, demonstrating that the exclusions (described
in Section 1.2) that I make in order to be conservative are not driving my results.
Results are generally consistent for the robustness checks in Table 4 as well, which include
using alternative weighting schemes, varying the factor model, and excluding particular
industries. To address the theory that governance matters the most in the presence of high
free cash ﬂow (e.g., Chi and Lee (2010)), columns (5) and (6) of Table 4 separately consider
industries with above and below median cash ﬂows. The fact that results are similar in
both cases suggests that the underperformance of poorly-governed ﬁrms in good times is not
solely a function of ineﬃcient uses of cash.
In general, though, the pattern of returns to governance, while it helps to address the
puzzle of disappearing returns post 2001, only demonstrate a diﬀerence in volatility and do
not provide a value judgment. To further understand the source of the variation in returns,
I next consider operating performance patterns.
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3

Governance and Operating Performance

3.1

Methodology

Given that returns are forward-looking with variable lags to the expected outcomes that
they reﬂect, it is diﬃcult to directly tie good times in the sense of returns to good times in the
sense of proﬁts. With the understanding that returns reﬂect expectations of proﬁts at some
point in the future, in this section I thus directly consider good times in the sense of proﬁts.
A preview of my results is provided in Figure 2, which demonstrates that well-governed ﬁrms
earn extra proﬁts only in highly proﬁtable periods for the industry.
The approach to statistically analyzing operating performance is similar to that used for
returns, in that I generate a time-series of high-low governance diﬀerential performance and
regress it on dummies for the type of period the industry is experiencing, based on quartiles
of industry performance. One key diﬀerence relative to stock returns is that operating
performance is likely to be auto-correlated. For this reason, I use two diﬀerent approaches
to calculating my standard errors for these analyses. One approach is to apply a parametric
AR(1)-process correction14 to heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors, clustered at the
quarter level. The second approach is to cluster my standard errors by industry as well
as by quarter.
In this section, I consider raw performance measures, un-corrected for other ﬁrm charac
teristics which may impact performance, in order to get an overall sense of how the operating
performance for high governance and low governance ﬁrms diﬀers. I consider the possible
impact of non-agency characteristics on the observed diﬀerences in performance between
14

I adapt the standard AR(1) correction described in Bertrand, Duﬂo and Mullainathan (2004) to allow
clustering by quarter and to account for non-consecutive observations that are associated with each industryperiod-type.
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ﬁrms with diﬀerent levels of governance in Section 4.

3.2

Proﬁtability Results

My main results for proﬁtability measures are presented in Table 5. The measure of
proﬁtability that I focus on is the return on assets (“ROA”), measured as operating income
after depreciation to total assets. I also consider net income to book equity, but these results
are more noisy, consistent with the ﬁndings of other researchers, including GIM and Core,
Guay and Rusticus (2006).
Similar to the pattern demonstrated in Figure 2, in Table 5 I ﬁnd an asymmetric relation
of governance with operating performance, whereby high governance ﬁrms outperform low
governance ﬁrms in highly proﬁtable times for an industry, but both types of ﬁrms perform
similarly in weaker industry conditions. The magnitude of the outperformance is strongly
signiﬁcant statistically and economically. For example, the 1.08 percentage point higher
quarterly operating income to assets in good times represents over 50% of the mean quarterly
ROA of a poorly-governed ﬁrm. From an agency perspective, the diﬀerential proﬁts in
highly proﬁtable times might be the result of managers having access to rents, which the
poorly-governed managers capture or pass on to others, or might be driven by well-governed
managers taking advantage of real options while poorly-governed managers shirk from such
opportunities. The results for the separate components of return on assets, namely revenue
to assets and operating income to revenue, are consistent with both possibilities as both are
higher for well-governed ﬁrms in good times (though only the result for revenue is statistically
signiﬁcant, and this is the case only when using AR(1) corrected standard errors).
Table 6 presents various robustness checks, similar to those considered in the case of
returns, for the ROA results. Results are generally consistent with the base case, including
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for the two time period sub-samples. The pattern of relative performance is somewhat less
consistent across speciﬁcations for the broader deﬁnition of high and low governance (i.e.,
governance quartiles), as shown in Panel B, than for the more commonly used categorization
of Democracies and Dictatorships. Also, value-weighted results are somewhat less similar to
the base case, but much of the diﬀerence is driven by not including high and low governance
companies in the industry period classiﬁcations (as demonstrated in the ﬁfth column), which
can result in a more noisy measure of industry good and bad times.
The pattern of operating performance provides an explanation for the pattern in returns
demonstrated in Section 2. Namely, if investors understand that well governed ﬁrms capture
more proﬁts in good times, the current valuations for such ﬁrms should incorporate the
net present value of this future outperformance, adjusted for current expectations of the
likelihood of such good times. As new information arrives regarding the likelihood of such
good times, the expected value of this additional premium changes, resulting in positive or
negative returns relative to other ﬁrms.

3.3

Analyst Forecasts

In order to examine what investors may have understood about the impact of governance,
I consider analyst forecasts as a measure of investor expectations. To calculate the forecast
income to book equity for a given quarter, I collect the monthly mean estimated earnings per
share from IBES within 31 days before the beginning of the ﬁscal quarter. I then scale up the
estimated earnings per share by applying the ratio of this estimate to the actual earnings per
share reported by IBES, winsorized at 1% in both tails like my other operating performance
variables, to the actual net income to book equity for the quarter based on Compustat data.
Observations for which the sign of the actual earnings per share reported by IBES and the
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sign of the actual net income reported by Compustat do not match are treated as missing.
Results of this analysis are presented in Table 7. In Panel A, I consider periods that
are forecast to be good and bad times for each industry, based on the industry average
(again calculated as per Section 1.2) forecast income to book equity. I ﬁnd that analysts
predict well-governed ﬁrms to generate higher incomes in times that they predict to be
highly proﬁtable for the whole industry. This pattern is consistent over the 1990-2001 and
2002-2008 subperiods. Under a learning story, we would have expected analysts to predict
better performance for well-governed ﬁrms after 2001 than they did beforehand. Instead, we
ﬁnd that analyst predictions follow a similar pattern to the actual operating performance
patterns considered in Section 3.2.
In Panel B, I consider analyst forecast errors, which follow a symmetric pattern similar
to my return results, whereby analysts are more positively (negatively) surprised by wellgoverned ﬁrms relative to poorly-governed ones in times of large positive (negative) surprises.
Again, the pattern is similar for both subperiods. Under a learning story, we would have
expected to observe stronger positive surprises to good governance in the former period than
in the latter.
This evidence is consistent with analysts understanding the asymmetric relation of cor
porate governance with operating performance, and being surprised by the type of period
experienced rather than the diﬀerential performance of well- versus poorly-governed ﬁrms in
a particular type of period.

3.4

Investment

In Table 8, I consider the relative levels of investment of high and low governance ﬁrms.
In Table 8, we see that well-governed ﬁrms invest more than poorly-governed ﬁrms, both
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in terms of capital expenditures as well as in terms of changes in net property, plants and
equipment. The diﬀerence in investment is higher in periods of higher industry levels of
Tobin’s Q, which may measure industry investment opportunities, but it is unclear from
Table 8 whether the incremental investment is eﬃcient or not. As well-governed ﬁrms, while
spending more on investment, also demonstrate better operating performance, it is likely
that this is good rather than wasteful investment.
In an attempt to relate the diﬀerence in investment with the observed diﬀerence in ROA
in good times, I consider lagged investment in advance of such high industry proﬁt periods.
Results are presented in Table 9. While not statistically signiﬁcant, for the Democracies
versus Dictatorships sample, the investment diﬀerential in the four quarters preceding a par
ticularly proﬁtable quarter is double the diﬀerential in a year preceding either low or mid
levels of industry proﬁtability. The same pattern is found for the eight quarters preceding
these four quarters, which helps to address the concern that the former result may be driven
by anticipation of forthcoming high cash ﬂows that can be spent on investment. However,
these patterns are not seen in the results for the governance quartiles sample. Thus, these
results provide only suggestive evidence that the operating performance diﬀerential might
be partially explained by well-governed ﬁrms taking advantage of more growth opportunities
than poorly governed ﬁrms. It is also unclear whether these ﬁrms may invest more in antic
ipation of their higher productivity or whether their higher productivity can be attributed
to such investment.
My results contrast with GIM, who ﬁnd that poorly-governed ﬁrms spend more on capital
expenditures, and Philippon (2006), who ﬁnds that the investment of poorly-governed ﬁrms
is relatively more pro-cyclical. Given the clustering of governance types within industries,
the reason that I reach opposite conclusions is likely driven by my ability to control for more
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reﬁned industry eﬀects.

4

Governance versus Non-Agency Characteristics
A possible interpretation is that the equity and operating performance patterns identiﬁed

in Sections 2 and 3 are driven by non-agency characteristics that are correlated with, but not
caused by, our measure of corporate governance. For example, as discussed in Section 1.1
and as seen in Panel D of Table 1, high governance ﬁrms have many characteristics of growth
ﬁrms. This may be an outcome of their strong governance, or it may be that growth ﬁrms
are simply likely to adopt fewer anti-shareholder provisions. If the performance patterns
discussed in this paper are a result of growth characteristics or other omitted variables,
they would still resolve the puzzle of why high abnormal returns to governance in the 1990’s
seemed to disappear in the 21st century, but the interpretation of the diﬀerential performance
would change.
I make two attempts to address the alternative interpretations. First, I correct ﬁrm
performance for observable characteristics before running my performance regressions. Sec
ondly, I use an event study to explore an exogenous shock to governance and thus separate
the impact of governance from the potential impact of these other characteristics.

4.1

Characteristics-Corrected Performance

In this analysis, I construct a two-stage, bias-corrected matching estimator to control
for diﬀerences in observable characteristics between well- and poorly-governed ﬁrms. It is
important to point out that diﬀerences in governance may cause some of the variation in
characteristics such as growth and investment. Thus, controlling for diﬀerences in such
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characteristics could absorb some or all of the eﬀect of governance. However, if there is a
residual eﬀect of governance even after controlling for such factors, we can be more conﬁdent
that the full performance diﬀerential related to governance cannot be just as easily explained
by a tendency of ﬁrms with particular characteristics to choose a certain set of governance
provisions.
In the ﬁrst stage, I regress ﬁrm performance on a number of non-agency characteristics.
In the second stage, I use the residuals from these regressions for high and low governance
ﬁrms to perform analyses of returns and operating performance similar to those presented
in Table 2 and Table 5.
For the ﬁrst stage of the analysis, I follow GIM and Core, Guay and Rusticus (2006)
and include the book to market ratio and size, measured as the log of market capitalization,
as explanatory characteristics. I also include 5-year revenue growth and 3-year capital ex
penditures to assets as additional non-agency characteristics that are likely to be related to
performance and are also correlated with shareholder rights. I interact each characteristic
with the dummies for high, low, and mid industry performance periods in order to allow a
diﬀerential impact of these control variables across good and bad times. This gives the nonagency characteristics a more fair chance of explaining the diﬀerential performance results
in such periods. In the ﬁrst stage regression, I include all ﬁrms with G Index data, includ
ing mid-governance ﬁrms. To control for industry, I demean both the left-hand-side and
right-hand-side variables – performance and the non-agency characteristics – for the ﬁrms’
industry-period mean levels, so that I am explaining performance relative to the industry
with characteristics relative to the industry.
In the second stage of the analysis, I use the residual performance from these regressions in
my main stock returns and return on assets regressions. Table 10 presents the results of this
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characteristics-corrected performance analysis, including my base-case results from Tables 2
and 5 for comparison. While correcting for non-agency characteristics slightly dampens the
eﬀects, and results in a somewhat less non-linear operating performance pattern, the overall
patterns are consistent with my previous results. Thus, the relation between governance and
outperformance in good times is not easily explained by diﬀerences in observable character
istics. The ﬂattening of the pattern could mean that part of the performance diﬀerential
related to governance is in fact a function of diﬀerences in the types of ﬁrms that choose
particular governance levels, or it could mean that controlling for diﬀerences in characteris
tics such as growth and investment absorbs part of the impact of governance that operates
through these channels.
Of course, it is still possible that I am omitting additional variables or that well-governed
and poorly-governed ﬁrms diﬀer across an unobservable dimension. In the next section, I
try to address this concern by considering an exogenous shock to governance.

4.2

Business Combination Laws Event Study

State-level business combination laws (“BC laws”), which reduce the threat of hostile
takeovers, were passed from 1985 to 1991 in 30 states.15 Being subject to such laws is one of
the provisions that is considered to be a weakening of shareholder rights in the calculation
of the G Index. Many other researchers, including Garvey and Hanka (1999), Bertrand and
Mullainathan (2003) and Giroud and Mueller (2010), have used the passage of these laws as
an exogenous source of variation in governance. Like Giroud and Mueller (2010), I follow
the event study methodology of Karpoﬀ and Malatesta (1989) to identify the ﬁrms that were
expected to be negatively impacted by the passage of such laws based on their stock price
15

For a review of the details of these laws and the conditions surrounding their passage, see Bertrand and
Mullainathan (2003).
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reactions to news of the laws.
If, as considered in this paper, governance matters the most in good times, and if investors
understand this, I would expect such laws to have the greatest immediate price impact on
the ﬁrms that had the highest expected value from future good times at the time of the
law’s passage. That is, because returns are forward-looking, the event return should reﬂect
investors’ expectations of all future impacts of the event on the ﬁrm’s proﬁtability. For this
reason, it is not suﬃcient to look only at whether ﬁrms are currently in good or bad times.
In fact, short-term proﬁtability might be less likely to be aﬀected by the change in law in
that many of the decisions driving current operations would have been made before the law
was announced. For this reason, I focus on Tobin’s Q as a proxy for the current expected
value of future good prospects.
Speciﬁcally, I study 2-day event returns for the last trading day prior to and the ﬁrst
trading day on or after the ﬁrst newspaper report of 19 of these state laws for ﬁrms with
diﬀerent levels of Tobin’s Q.16 Giroud and Mueller (2010) demonstrate that stock price
reactions to the BC laws were concentrated in these 2-day periods. My sample includes all
ﬁrms in the CRSP-Compustat matched database that were incorporated in these 19 states
at the time of passage of the laws and which have the required data to calculate returns and
Tobin’s Q, for a total of 3,921 ﬁrms (or 3,787 ﬁrms excluding utilities). For each of the 19
states for which I have an event date, in addition to a single portfolio of all ﬁrms in the state,
I also form 4 portfolios of ﬁrms incorporated in the state representing the four quartiles of
the distribution of Tobin’s Q in the state on the date 5 days prior to the event date. For
each of the resulting 19 state portfolios and 76 Tobin’s-Q-sorted state portfolios, I regress
16

The 19 states studied are Arizona, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Maryland, Mas
sachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, South Carolina,
Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. I would like to thank Xavier Giroud for kindly sharing his data on
the dates of ﬁrst newspaper report of the BC laws in these states.
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daily portfolio returns on the equally-weighted market index over the time period from 241
trading days to 41 trading days prior to the event date in order to calculate estimated market
betas for each portfolio. These estimates are then used to calculate 2-day event cumulative
abnormal returns (CARs). The standard errors of these CARs are calculated as forecast
errors, using the variance of the residuals and the standard errors of the betas from the
market model regressions.
My results are given in Table 11. I present results for the full sample as well as a sample
that follows Giroud and Mueller (2010) in excluding utilities. As shown, across all ﬁrms,
I ﬁnd a -0.23% (-0.25% excluding utilities) negative event return upon passage of the BC
laws, similar to the impact measured by Giroud and Mueller (2010). However, considering
the portfolios that are sorted by Tobin’s Q, I ﬁnd that the negative event return is driven by
a -0.61% (same excluding utilities) return experienced by ﬁrms in the top quartile of Tobin’s
Q, with insigniﬁcant results for any other quartile.
One possible concern with this interpretation is that sorting by Tobin’s Q may in eﬀect
be sorting ﬁrms by their ex ante governance, given that good governance is associated with
a higher Tobin’s Q. It is logical that ﬁrms with very few anti-takeover provisions might be
more aﬀected by the passage of business combination laws than ﬁrms that already have
many takeover protections in place. I do not have data on shareholder rights provisions
during this time period in order to directly control for this possibility. However, the sort
here is much wider than the value diﬀerentials attributed to governance. The mean Q in
the fourth quartile is, on average, 4.83, or almost 200% higher than the mean Q of 1.64 in
the third quartile, compared to a much smaller 20% improvement for Democracies relative
to Dictatorships, from 1.46 up to 1.75. The much higher Q’s of ﬁrms in the fourth quartile
likely indicates that their categorization is driven much more by their future prospects than
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by their governance type.
Another concern is that the BC laws could have impacted acquirer opportunities to
generate value through hostile takeovers. Perhaps the acquirers that are most likely to be
negatively impacted in this way are high Q ﬁrms because, as posited by Shliefer and Vishny
(2003), such acquisitions allow them to “lock in” the overvaluation of their equity. If this
is the case, then the pattern of event returns might be driven by high Q ﬁrms losing their
takeover prey rather than the weakening of an external governance mechanism. In order to
address this possibility, I add an additional sort on size, under the assumption that acquirers
are likely to be relatively larger ﬁrms. Speciﬁcally, I split the ﬁrms in each state into large
and small ﬁrms based on their market capitalization 5 trading days before the event relative
to the median of such capitalization for the state.
As I am now splitting the ﬁrms incorporated in each state into a total of 8 portfolios, there
is substantially more noise and statistical signiﬁcance drops accordingly, but the patterns
are still revealing. Among larger ﬁrms, the largest event returns are experienced by the
next-to-highest Tobin’s Q quartile, which experiences a mean event return of -0.89% (-0.77%
excluding utilities). This impact may be consistent with an eﬀect of governance in good
times, though it is unclear why the top Q quartile is unaﬀected, or it may reﬂect the loss of
takeover targets. However, among smaller ﬁrms, the original result of the event return being
driven by ﬁrms in the top quartile of Tobin’s Q still holds, with such ﬁrms experiencing an
average event return of -0.99% (-1.34% excluding utilities). Because these ﬁrms are less likely
to be acquirers, I can more conﬁdently attribute this impact to the change in the governance
environment.
Thus, consistent with other results in this paper, I ﬁnd that investors expected governance
to have the greatest eﬀect on ﬁrms with the greatest prospects for future good times. Because
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this analysis exploits exogenous variation in governance, unlike other analyses in this paper,
it is not sub ject to the concern that the impact may be driven by non-agency characteristics
of ﬁrms. Instead, the event study provides strong evidence that governance has the greatest
impact on performance in good times and that investors understood this even in the late
1980’s and early 1990’s.

5

Concluding remarks
This paper documents that the outperformance of well-governed ﬁrms relative to poorly-

governed ﬁrms in the same industry, where governance is measured by the G Index, is
concentrated in periods when industries are experiencing particularly good times. Wellgoverned ﬁrms generate signiﬁcantly higher operating incomes than poorly-governed ﬁrms
in periods of very high industry proﬁtability, but perform similarly to other ﬁrms under other
business conditions. This asymmetric operating outperformance, which appears to be ac
counted for in the higher valuations of such ﬁrms, likely explains the more symmetric pattern
of abnormal returns. Well-governed ﬁrms experience positive abnormal returns relative to
poorly-governed ﬁrms in periods of high returns, but have negative relative abnormal returns
in industry downturns. These returns likely reﬂect changing expectations of capturing the
good times premium that should be accounted for in the prices of stocks of well-governed
ﬁrms.
Because the observed abnormal returns to governance thus depend on the nature of the
particular period being sampled, these patterns provide a reasonable explanation for the
apparent disappearance of returns to governance after 2001. The results are robust to wide
range of speciﬁcations and to controlling for non-agency characteristics. An event study
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exploiting the exogenous passage of state-level anti-takeover laws provides evidence in favor
of a causal channel for the pattern. Also, analyst forecast patterns and the event study
provide strong support for the hypothesis that investors have understood the implications
of governance and, over time, have been surprised by news of good outcomes rather than by
observed outperformance conditional on such outcomes.
Understanding that corporate governance may matter only in good times has implications
for measuring the impact of governance, for optimal governance choices, and for policy
decisions. Additional details of the channel through which shareholder rights are related to
performance, and the interaction of shareholder rights with other governance mechanisms,
should be further explored.
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Figure 1: Adj. Return of High and Low Governance Firms versus Industry Return
Monthly Return Adjusted for 4-Factor Model
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Figure 2: ROA of High and Low Governance Firms versus Industry ROA
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Table 1: Governance Sample Summary Statistics
Returns and operating performance data are analyzed from 1990 to 2008. The full sample of ﬁrms
is limited to those included in IRRC publications from 1990 to 2006, as reported by Gompers, Ishii
and Metrick in their Governance Index data, and which do not involve dual stocks. The samples
used for most analyses are limited to industries in which both the high and low governance groups
are represented (Panel B and C). The sample statistics in Panels A, B, and C have a distribution
because the sample changes over time.
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Table 2: Stock Returns of High vs. Low Governance Firms, 1990-2008
This table reports the coeﬃcients from a regression of the within-industry diﬀerential return between governance groups on dummies for the type of
return experienced by the industry in the same month. The left-hand-side variable is the monthly return (adjusted in Panel A, unadjusted in Panel
B) diﬀerential, by 3-digit SIC industry, of “high” versus “low” governance ﬁrms. Adjusted returns are excess returns adjusted for estimated betas on
market, SMB, HML, and UMD factors as described in Section 1.2.1. Returns of ﬁrms in the same industry-governance group are equally-weighted.
Low, mid, and high industry-return months are based on the quartiles of monthly returns speciﬁc to each industry from 1990 to 2008. See Section 1.1.2
for more detail on the construction of these industry return quartiles. Coeﬃcients reported in percentage points (i.e., 0.01 is 1 basis point return).
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Table 3: Stock Returns of High vs. Low Governance Firms - Robustness Tests I
This table presents robustness tests of the results in Table 1.2. The approach paral lels that in Table 1.2, with the following diﬀerences. (1) includes
observations only from 1990 to 2001; (2) includes observations only from 2002 to 2008. In both cases, industry quartiles are also set within these
subperiods. (3) uses market return dummies as the right-hand side variables instead of industry returns. (4) is limited to periods of high (above median)
equal ly-weighted market return; (5) is limited to periods of low (below median) equally-weighted market return. (6) uses 8-digit GICS industries instead
of 3-digit SIC industries. (7) includes all ﬁrms available in CRSP for industry calculations rather than excluding those without G Index data. All
speciﬁcations use adjusted returns (adjusted for estimated ﬁrm betas on market, SMB, HML, and UMD factors, estimated in a pre and post period)
to calculate monthly high minus low governance returns. Coeﬃcients reported in percentage points (i.e., 0.01 is 1 basis point return).
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Table 4: Stock Returns of High vs. Low Governance Firms - Robustness Tests II
This table presents further robustness tests of the results in Table 1.2. The approach paral lels that in Table 1.2, with the fol lowing diﬀerences. (1) and
(2) exclude“high” and “low” governance ﬁrms altogether from industry return calculations; (2) uses value weights for these industry return calculations
and within the high and low governance portfolios. (3) uses Carhart’s PR1YR factor in place of the Fama-French UMD factor; (4) excludes high
tech, telecom, ﬁnancial and related industries. (5)/(6) is a subsample of industries with above/below median cash ﬂows relative to other industries.
(7) requires a minimum of 10 ﬁrms per industry-month observation (for industry return dummy assignment as wel l as inclusion in regression). All
speciﬁcations use adjusted returns (adjusted for estimated ﬁrm betas on market, SMB, HML, and momentum factors, estimated in a pre and post
period) to calculate monthly high minus low governance returns. Coeﬃcients reported in percentage points (i.e., 0.01 is 1 basis point return).
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Table 5: Operating Performance of High vs. Low Governance Firms, 1990-2008
This table reports the coeﬃcients from a regression of the within-industry diﬀerential operating performance between governance groups on dummies
for the type of operating performance experienced by the industry in the same quarter. The left-hand-side variable is the speciﬁed quarterly accounting
measure diﬀerential, by 3-digit SIC industry, of “high” versus “low” governance ﬁrms. High and low governance throughout this table mean G Index
levels of less than 6 or more than 13 respectively. Performance of ﬁrms in the same industry and governance group are equally-weighted. The righthand-side variables are dummies corresponding to low, mid, and high levels of the speciﬁed (by panel) quarterly accounting measure in the industry,
classiﬁed based on the quartiles of quarterly measures speciﬁc to each individual industry from 1990 to 2008. See Section 1.1.2 for more detail on the
construction of these industry performance quartiles.
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Table 6: Operating Performance of High vs. Low Governance Firms - Robustness Tests
This table presents robustness tests of the results in Table 1.5. The approach paral lels that in Table 1.5, with the following diﬀerences. (1) includes
observations only from 1990 to 2001; (2) includes observations only from 2002 to 2008. In both cases, industry quartiles are also set within these
subperiods. (3) uses 8-digit GICS industries instead of 3-digit SIC industries. (4) includes all ﬁrms available in the CRSP-Compustat merged database
for industry calculations rather than excluding those without G Index data. (5) and (6) exclude “high” and “low” governance ﬁrms altogether from
industry ROA calculations; (6) uses value-weights for these industry ROA calculations and within the governance portfolios. (7) excludes high tech,
telecom, ﬁnancial and related industries. (8) requires a minimum of 10 ﬁrms per industry-quarter observation (for industry ROA dummy assignment
as well as inclusion in regression).
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Table 7: Analyst Forecast Patterns, 1990-2008
This table reports the coeﬃcients from a regression of the within-industry diﬀerential analyst earnings forecasts or surprises relative to such fore
casts between governance groups on dummies for the type of analyst forecasts or surprises corresponding to the industry in the same quarter. The
left-hand-side variable is the speciﬁed quarterly measure diﬀerential, by 3-digit SIC industry, of “high” versus “low” governance ﬁrms. High and
low governance throughout this table mean G Index levels of less than 6 or more than 13 respectively. Forecasts are all mean forecasts across ana
lysts. Performance/forecasts of ﬁrms in the same industry and governance group are equally-weighted. The right-hand-side variables are dummies
corresponding to low, mid, and high levels of the speciﬁed (by panel) quarterly measure in the industry, classiﬁed based on the quartiles of quarterly
measures speciﬁc to each individual industry from 1990 to 2008 or subperiods as indicated. See Section 1.1.2 for more detail on the construction of
these industry performance quartiles. Also reported are p-values for the Wald test that all coeﬃcients of the pre-2002 regression are the same as those
of the post-2001, based on the two-way clustered standard errors.
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Table 8: Valuation and Investment Patterns, 1990-2008
This table reports the coeﬃcients from a regression of the within-industry diﬀerential Tobin’s Q or investment between governance groups on dummies
for the level of Tobin’s Q corresponding to the industry in the same quarter. The left-hand-side variable is the speciﬁed quarterly accounting measure
diﬀerential, by 3-digit SIC industry, of “high” versus “low” governance ﬁrms. Performance of ﬁrms in the same industry and governance group are
equal ly-weighted. The right-hand-side variables are dummies corresponding to low, mid, and high levels of the Tobin’s Q in the industry, classiﬁed
based on the quartiles of quarterly Q speciﬁc to each individual industry from 1990 to 2008. See Section 1.1.2 for more detail on the construction
of these industry quartiles. Q is calculated as the market value of assets – estimated as the total book value of assets plus the market value of equity
minus book value of equity incl. deferred taxes – divided by the total book value of assets.
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Table 9: Lagged Investment vs. Proﬁtable Periods, 1990-2008
This table reports the coeﬃcients from a regression of the within-industry diﬀerential investment between governance groups on dummies for the type
of operating performance experienced by the industry in a fol lowing quarter. The left-hand-side variable is the speciﬁed lagged diﬀerential in capital
expenditures to assets, by 3-digit SIC industry, of “high” versus “low” governance ﬁrms. Investment of ﬁrms in the same industry and governance
group are equal ly-weighted. The right-hand-side variables are dummies corresponding to low, mid, and high levels of ROA in the industry, classiﬁed
based on the quartiles of quarterly ROA speciﬁc to each individual industry from 1990 to 2008. See Section 1.1.2 for more detail on the construction
of these industry performance quartiles.
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Table 10: Characteristic-Corrected Return and Operating Income Patterns, 1990-2008
This table reports the coeﬃcients from a regression of the within-industry diﬀerential performance between governance groups on dummies for the type
of performance experienced by the industry in the same period. The left-hand-side variable is the speciﬁed performance diﬀerential, by 3-digit SIC
industry, of “high” versus “low” governance ﬁrms. High and low governance throughout this table mean G Index levels of less than 6 or more than 13
respectively. Characteristic-corrected performance is the residual from a regression of all ﬁrms’ given performance statistic minus their industry-period
mean on several industry-period-demeaned characteristics, each interacted with dummies corresponding to low, mid, and high levels of the industry
performance statistic. The characteristics included in the ﬁrst stage correction are log market capitalization, market to book ratio, 5-year revenue
growth, and 3-year capital expenditures to assets. The right-hand-side variables in the speciﬁcations below are dummies corresponding to low, mid,
and high levels of the speciﬁed (by panel) performance measure in the industry, classiﬁed based on the quartiles of periodic measures speciﬁc to each
individual industry from 1990 to 2008. See Section 1.1.2 for more detail on the construction of these industry performance quartiles. Periods are
months in Panel A and quarters in Panel B. Performance of ﬁrms in the same industry and governance group are equally-weighted. Returns are
expressed in percentage points.
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Table 11: Event Study - Business Combination Laws
The numbers reported in the table are average portfolio cumulative abnormal returns (CARs), for 19 state-of-incorporation portfolios, upon ﬁrst
newspaper report of the business combination law in that state (ranging from 1985 to 1991). The event horizon is trading days -1 to 0 relative to such
report. CARs and the accompanying standard errors are calculated using market betas and forecast errors determined for each state-quartile portfolio
(or state-size-quartile portfolio) from trading days -241 to -41. The sample includes a total of 3,921 ﬁrms (3,787 ﬁrms when excluding utilities) across
the 19 states, which are Arizona, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York,
Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, South Carolina, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. Tobin’s Q quartile and median size cutoﬀs are
speciﬁc to each individual state. Tobin’s Q is measured 5 days before the event, with the required accounting variables interpolated from the prior and
next quarter end. Size is measured as market capitalization 5 days before the event. CARs are reported in percentage points (i.e., 0.01 is 1 basis point
return).
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